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An exemplary research question: “How marine fisheries impact on global food security up to 2050” 

Multidisciplinary research usually requires data from more than one data repository that has to be 

retrieved and analyzed. Figure 1 outlines the dataflow addressing such an exemplary research 

question: data from multiple discipline-specific repositories was aggregated and analyzed. The results 

were published as part of a WWF report [1]. 

 

Figure 1: Dataflow for the creation of the WWF report 

In this example, parameters for bio-economic fishery models are statistically estimated using catch 

and price data from three main sources: Sea Around Us [2], the FAO database FAOStat [3] and the 

FishStatJ fishery databases [4]. Information on the area of Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZ) and Large 

Marine Ecosystems (LMEs) are taken from the LME database [5]. The model is finally based on 

scenarios for total expenditures for protein-rich food, and the availability of protein-rich food other 

than wild capture fish using GDP and population data derived from model output from IIASA using the 

Shared Socioeconomic Pathways from IPCC [6].  

Development of a generic research data infrastructure – driven by research questions 

The GeRDI project [7] (www.gerdi-project.de) focuses on the development of a sustainable Generic 

Research Data Infrastructure. Its goal is to enable scientists to search, use and re-use external research 

data. In the current pilot phase, the software development is driven by research questions – including 

the exemplary one above. These questions originate from participating communities in various 

research disciplines – marine sciences, but also digital humanities, bioinformatics, and others. 

The GeRDI services are implemented in a modular manner as microservices [8] as outlined in Figure 2. 

They communicate through well-defined protocols. Software and protocols are published as open-

source. This offers the potential to “plug-in” and to replace parts with your own specialized services. 

GeRDI offers an integrated web-interface to search repositories (for instance with ocean related data) 

whose metadata was previously harvested - preferably employing an open protocol (OAI-PMH [9]). An 

established metadata scheme (DataCite [10]) was adapted as a base for the search index. The faceted 

search – filtering using time, categories, etc. – can also be based on geolocation with the help of an 



interactive map. The results can be saved as a set of bookmarks that offer the download links and/or 

instructions for accessing the data. This set can be saved, modified and re-used, which supports 

repeatability and sharing of research workflows and experiments. 

Figure 2: GeRDI Microservice-based software architecture [8] 

The first three services in Figure 2 are based upon metadata: (1) Harvest existing repositories, (2) 

generic keyword-based Search, and (3) a persistent Bookmark of selected data sets. The example in 

Figure 1 indicates that the research results are published in the PANGAEA repository [11]. This leads 

to the extended services in GeRDI which handle the actual data (in addition to the metadata): Store 

bookmarked data sets (locally or in a cloud), Preprocess the data as preparation and then Analyze it 

(“gaining new insights”) and finally Publish it. Archive represents the data repositories that offer 

upload facilities, thus closing the research data cycle.  
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